
2015 Points of Emphasis for Bible Drill and Speakers’ Tournament 
 
The following notes are not exhaustive rules or guidelines, but are intended to help clarify issues from 
previous years’ competitions. Please refer to the appropriate age group Leader Handbook at 
texasbaptists.org/bibledrill for complete information. 
 
Sponsors 

1. Since late registration for state/regional events can have consequences for others’ schedules as 
well as yours, please make every effort to hold your associational drill prior to the April 1, 2015, 
registration deadline. This may seem too early if you are participating in the later event (April 
24-25, 2015), but accurate and on-time registration will help us to get your drill schedule back to 
you in a more timely manner. This will help you and other leaders make travel plans and inform 
parents earlier.  

 
Bible Drill 

2. Participants should never be coached or implicitly encouraged to step out on a call they do not 
know, in hopes they will not be called upon. While a driller may honestly freeze or forget in the 
heat of the moment, stepping across the line is an indication that they believe they know the 
verse, book, or passage. Honesty and integrity are important discipleship qualities, and should 
be a focus for all leaders and participants during their training times. 

3. Bible Drill participants should keep their eyes on the caller or their own Bible throughout the 
drill. (See mistake #3) 

4. Drillers should avoid unnecessary fidgeting or movement, even when another driller has been 
called on. (See mistake #3) 

5. The index finger should be on the verse/passage before stepping out. Using another finger or 
moving the index finger after beginning the movement to step out is a mistake. (See mistake #4) 

6. Some drillers like to tilt their Bibles forward as they step out, so judges may easily see where 
their index finger is on the page. This is helpful, but not required. If used, this technique should 
include a slight tilt, and not a distracting or dramatic flipping of the Bible forward.  

 
Speakers’ Tournament 

7. Beginning in 2015, all speech manuscripts turned in to the Conductor should include footnotes 
or endnotes, plus a bibliography of original sources used. Three to five scripture references and 
quotes are appropriate for the four to six minute speech.  While written manuscripts do not 
contribute to a speaker’s score in BGCT events, we do want to encourage proper credit for 
sources and minimize unintentional plagiarism.  


